Many post-acute care organizations are altering their service lines to welcome residents and clients with more-complex care needs. That shift in focus demands new skills sets—now! As you pivot to serve individuals with higher acuity healthcare needs, your clinicians need not just to keep up, but to be trained up and ready for today’s and tomorrow’s demands.

Your Challenges
You’re not the only one dealing with different client needs and expectations.

See if any of these features of the evolving post-acute care landscape sound familiar:

- Patient acuity and complexity is increasing as you continue to focus on care for the whole person.
- Quality measurements and compliance reports track staff competency, patient outcomes, and variations in care.
- Hiring and turnover are ongoing difficulties as you strive to provide the best client care possible.
- Your organization is actively seeking additional service lines to improve financial outcomes, which may involve hiring, training, and retraining staff.
- Client outcomes and proof of clinical competency are being more closely scrutinized by referring partners, regulatory bodies, and potential clients and their families.
- Finding time for training continues to prove difficult as clinicians fill scheduling gaps amid staff shortages and turnover.

Your challenges are complex, and so are your clients’ needs.

**As you pivot to serve individuals with higher acuity healthcare needs, your clinicians need not just to keep up, but to be trained up and ready for today’s and tomorrow’s demands.**
Our Solution
Faced with limiting factors and increasing expectations, you need to find a way to get your clinicians trained up quickly and ready to provide high-quality, person-centered care.

Whether your team members need to learn new skills or refresh their knowledge, having quick and easy access to short PDF modules with step-by-step instructions can be just the boost they need. Via the Relias Clinical Procedures library, clinicians can gain knowledge and confidence related to procedures they have not used recently or frequently.

You can count on the Clinical Procedures modules on the Relias mobile app to meet your multifaceted challenges. The library provides over 400 procedures appropriate for the entire interdisciplinary team.

Save time and provide just-in-time learning with our solution, which offers the following benefits:

🎯 Single, trusted vendor. Stitching together the procedures you need from multiple vendors is a hassle. Instead, turn to our Clinical Procedures library for an easy-to-access collection of the procedures you require.

🎯 Comprehensive solution. Give your team access to over 400 procedures, reviewed by experts and referenced for clinical and regulatory accuracy.

🎯 Easily accessible. Tap into learning at the point of care, using the Relias mobile app to view PDFs within Pro on the Go modules.

🎯 Learning for full interdisciplinary team. Use one source of procedural knowledge to train your entire clinical team consistently.

🎯 Integrate with policies and procedures. Upload the assigned modules to the Relias Policies and Procedures solution or the policies and procedures model of your choice.

🎯 Clear information. Each module features a list of supplies needed to perform each skill, step-by-step instructions, and references, and identifies the author, reviewer, and date of last revision.

Don’t take the long route to training your team for shifting priorities and skills sets. Count on Relias’ comprehensive Clinical Procedures library to prepare your team to deliver the best care possible.

Request a personalized demonstration to find out how to enhance your team’s skills and procedural knowledge.

REQUEST DEMO